An algorithm for secondary structure determination in proteins based on sequence similarity.
A secondary structure prediction algorithm is proposed on the hypothesis that short homologous sequences of amino acids have the same secondary structure tendencies. Comparisons are made with the secondary structure assignments of Kabsch and Sander from X-ray data [(1983) Biopolymers 22, 2577-2637] and an empirically determined similarity matrix which assigns a sequence similarity score between any two sequences of 7 residues in length. This similarity matrix differs in many respects from that of the Dayhoff substitution matrix [(1978) in: Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure, (Dayhoff, M.O. ed). vol. 5. suppl. 3, pp. 353-358, National Biochemical Research Foundation, Washington, DC]. This homologue method had a prediction accuracy of 62.2% over 3 states for 61 proteins and 63.6% for a new set of 7 proteins not in the original data base.